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claim terms identified by Rapid7 in connection with its argument have either not been proposed

for construction. or have ah‘eady been construed.

Rapid7’s argument. in essence. is that its expert’s application of the claims to the accused products

is right and Finjan’s expert’s application is wrong. Specifically. the experts disagree whether the

potentially malicious or suspicious code detected by the accused products that are identified by

Finjan’s expert can satisfy the claims. In particular. Rapid7 argues that “Nexpose. AppSpider and

Metasploit do not detect malicious code or potentially hostile operations that an incoming

executable application program can perform” and thus cannot satisfy the claims. Br. at 2. But the

experts strenuously disagree on that point. For example. Finan’s ex erts have 0 ined that the

accused roducts detect hostile o erations. See, 2. ..

 
 
  

The heart of Rapid7’s argument appears to be the following syllogism: (1) those of skill in the art

make a categorical distinction between “vuhrerabilities” and “potentially malicious” or

“suspicious” code: and (2) Finj an’s experts have identified only the former and not the latter. Both

premises are issues of fact. both are disputed. and Finjan’s position 011 both is well supported. For

one thine. the ex erts disagree whether such a categorical distinction exists in the art. see, 8.

an ijan 1as

nruch the better of this factual argument. For example. what Rapid7 calls a “vuhierability” is

potentially malicious and suspicious because it behaves in malicious ways when presented with a

triggering input—that is why it is vuhierable. and that is why it is a problem.

Furthermore. and separately. Finjan’s experts identified operations that count as suspicious or

potentially malicious in any case. including many that track the patents’ examples of suspicious

computer operations. For example. the ’305 patent discloses “[p]ortions of code that are malicious

are referred to as exploits” and offers examples of “such exploits us[ing] JavaScript.” Dkt. 1-1.

‘305 Patent at 5:66-62; 613-67 (disclosing example exploit using JavaScript and sample code).

Finjan’s expert includes the same exam les of the accused roducts identi ing otential ex loits

in his report. See, e.g.. Ex. 1
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As another example, the ’086 patent discloses that “[m]alicious operations can for

example include, in a Windows environment: file operations (e.g. reading, writing, deleting or

renaming a file), network operations (e.g. listen on or connect to a socket, send/receive data or

View intranet) . . . etc.” Dkt. l-l, ’494 Patent at l8:62—l9:2. Finjan’s expert includes the same

examples of the accused roducts identi ' otentiall malicious o erations in his re ort. See,

 
  

. Many other examples exist.

Finally, Rapid7’s proposed summary judgment motion also fails because it does not even address

Finjan’s alternative infringement arguments under the doctrine ofequivalents. Infringement under

the doctrine of equivalents is also a question of fact. Depuy Spine, Inc. v. Medtronic Sofamor

Danek, Inc. 469 F.3d 1005, 1013 (Fed. Cir. 2006).

The ’494 and ’086 Patent (InsightIDR)

Srunmary judgment on the ’494 and ’086 patents is also inappropriate. To begin with, Rapid7

does not allege that claim construction issues are involved. Br. at 3. This motion therefore goes

only to the fact question of how the claims apply to the accused product: specifically, whether

InsightIDR meets the “security profile” and Downloadable limitations.

On the first point, Rapid7 is attempting to rehash argmnents the Court rejected. Rapid7 asserts

that the information identified by InsightIDR is not a list of suspicious operations that “may be

attempted” because the relevant process is ah'eady rrmning at the time when the list is derived. In

other words, Rapid7 reads in the nonexistent temporal limitation “may be attemptedfor thefirst

time in the future.” The court rejected such a temporal requirement during claim construction

stating that the “information about the operations a Downloadable may perform may come from

other attributes, such as whether they were previously received,” and therefore previously

attempted. Dkt. 123 at 9. Accordingly, nothing in the claim constructions imposes this temporal

limitation, and Rapid7’s attempt to insert it is improper. Under the Court’s Markman order, “the

list must only be derived from data in the Downloadable” and include operations that “are deemed

hostile or potentially hostile.” Dkt. 123 at 8-9. Rapid7 does not dispute that InsightIDR possesses

this functionality; indeed, as Rapid7 admits in its letter brief, “InsightIDR has the ability to identify

behaviors or activity occurring on a customer’s network that are potentially malicious.” In short,

the fact that a process was already attempted supports that it is indeed an attemptable operation

and, therefore, may be attempted again.
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The “incomin Downloadable” uestion resents a dis uted factual issue.

The received content may

. Rapid7 disputes this, and the jury should decide this contested issue of fact.

 
Fluthermore, Rapid7’s motion also fails because it does not even attempt to challenge multiple

other ways in which Finjan contends InsightIDR satisfies these claim limitations, includin for

exam le how Insi tIDR receives incoming Downloadables byfi
. And once again, Rapid7 fails to address infringement

under the doctrine of equivalents.

The ’154 Patent (All Accused Products)

Again, Rapid7 seeks here to rehash an argument it lost at claim construction. The gravamen of its

complaint for Nexpose and Appspider is that Finjan’s infringement theory “fails as a matter of

law” because “the ‘second frmction’ that is invoked is ‘the same as the firstfunction.” Br. at 4

(emphasis in original). Rapid7 proposed this construction and the Corut rejected it, saying: “[t]o

be clear, I do not construe it to require that the first and second functions be different” because

“[tlhere is nothing in the claims ofthe ’15-! Patent that requires the twofunctions to be different

- orprecludes the twofrom using the samefunction.” Dkt. 123 at 11.

Rapid7 makes no mention of this holding but seeks silently to contradict it. It argues now that the

claim language “invoking the second frmction . . . only if a security computer indicates” it is safe

does preclude the first and second fimctions from being the same. Br. at 4. That is the same

meritless argument Rapid7 raised in its responsive claim construction briefmg, which the court

later rejected. See Dkt. 76 at 23; see also Dkt. 123 at 11. When the first and second functions are

the same, as the court’s construction allows, it is because 
  Nexpose and AppSpider operate exactly this way when the first and second flmctions are the same.

Nothing in Rapid7’s brief even asserts otherwise, see Br. at 4, and summary judgment would be

inappropriate in any case on such disputed factual questions. Moreover, Rapid7’s letter does not

address other wa s in which the accused roducts are accused of infiin in ,

 and rmder the doctrine of equivalents, id. 111] 378-82.

Finally, Rapid7’s special argument for Insi tIDR alone also involves dee 1 dis uted factual

questions. Here it asserts that because a
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